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ABSTRACT
Fairness metrics have become a useful tool to measure how fair
or unfair a machine learning system may be for its stakeholders.
In the context of recommender systems, previous research has
explored how various stakeholders experience algorithmic fairness
or unfairness, but it is also important to capture these experiences in
the design of fairness metrics. Therefore, we conducted four focus
groups with providers (those whose items, content, or profiles are
being recommended) of two different domains: content creators
and dating app users. We explored how our participants experience
unfairness on their associated platforms, and worked with them
to co-design fairness goals, definitions, and metrics that might
capture these experiences. This work represents an important step
towards designing fairness metrics with the stakeholders who will
be impacted by their operationalizations. We analyze the efficacy
and challenges of enacting these metrics in practice and explore
how future work might benefit from this methodology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Whether or not a job ad gets applicants, a YouTube video earns ad
revenue, a fundraiser meets its goal, or a dating profile gets any
matches, depends largely on how much these things are seen. How-
ever, being “seen,” or algorithmically exposed may be entirely at
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the mercy of recommender systems. Recommender systems lever-
age algorithms to recommend content, items, or information that
matches users’ imputed preferences. However, previous work has
highlighted how these personalized systems might also lead to un-
intentional harm, such as degenerate feedback loops [37, 44], sexist
stereotyping [33], or racial bias [5]. This realization has resulted
in increased motivation to understand and improve “fairness” in
recommendation systems.

Fairness is a complex, contested, contextual, and theoretical con-
struct [35]. Fairness has been defined in many disciplines, with over-
lapping and sometimes conflicting categorizations both within and
outside of machine learning (ML). Previous research has outlined
dozens of fairness metrics that have been developed for recommen-
dation and ranking applications and categorized them according to
the underlying fairness goals and constraints that each metric is
actually attempting to measure within the system [43, 49]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, these metrics were not developed
or designed with the people who experience fairness or unfairness
on the platform. This presents an important gap in the discipline—
although the goal of fairness measurement is to capture how fair a
system is for its users, they are typically not included in the design
of these metrics.

Therefore, in this work, we explore the lived experiences of fair-
ness from the perspective of providers (people who provide items
for recommendation), and co-design metrics that empirically cap-
ture these experiences of fairness. We provide a concrete method to
assist ML practitioners with developing fairness definitions andmet-
rics that are aligned with their users’ needs, which previous work
in the FAccT community has explicitly called for [15]. During four
focus groups with thirteen total participants, we co-designed fair-
ness metrics with providers from two domains of recommendation:
content creators and dating app users. This cross domain analysis
allowed us to compare and contrast fairness goals for providers who
interact with different platforms and therefore likely have different
algorithmic exposure needs. Specifically, our research questions
were as follows:

• RQ1: What are the lived experiences and perceptions of
unfairness for content creators and dating app users?

• RQ2: What fairness goals, definitions, and metrics do these
providers want enacted in their recommender systems to
alleviate these experiences of unfairness?

• RQ3: What are some of the opportunities and challenges
of designing fairness metrics with providers from different
recommendation domains and contexts?
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In the course of answering these questions, we learned that
many experiences of unfairness across both domains of recom-
mendation stemmed from algorithmic under-exposure, algorithmic
over-exposure, and a lack of agency or understanding of how recom-
mendation algorithms work. We also discovered several challenges
and limitations of designing fairness metrics with providers, most
notably that measuring fairness does not ensure fair outcomes, and
that providers’ individual preferences for fairness may conflict with
one another or with an organization’s goals.

The main contributions of this research are threefold. First, we
identify several ways that content creators and dating app users
experience unfairness on recommendation platforms. Second, we
introduce a methodology for designing ML fairness metrics with
users who are impacted by their operationalizations. This includes
an analysis and mapping of participants’ lived experiences of un-
fairness to their associated fairness goals, definitions, and metrics.
Third, we analyze the consequences and tradeoffs that might occur
if these metrics were enacted in a recommender system and discuss
how future work might be able to better incorporate providers’
perspectives into fairness metric design.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW & BACKGROUND
Fairness Operationalization is the process of scoping fairness
goals, defining fairness based on those goals, selecting an appropri-
ate fairness metric based on this definition, and incorporating it into
the objectives of an ML system [35, 49, 53]. When operationalizing
fairness for ML systems, most literature is focused on mathematical
[8] or statistical [13] definitions of fairness. This growing interest to
research fairness inmachine learning through statistical approaches
has led to a proliferation of fairness definitions and metrics that
machine learning practitioners can use to empirically measure how
fair or unfair their systems are [6, 40]. One application of fairness
in machine learning is in the context of recommender systems (and
information access systems more generally [23]).

2.1 Measuring Fairness in Recommendation
Recommender systems are used as a way to filter information to
people. The key, user-side stakeholders of a recommender system
are the consumers (end-users who receive the recommendations)
and the providers (people who provide items that will be rec-
ommended) [9]. Identifying fairness concerns for each of these
stakeholders, and then translating those concerns into empirically
measurable constructs could yield a variety of different approaches—
some of which might even come into conflict with each other [1, 50].

Fairness in recommendation considers questions such as: Are
we fairly representing the information space? Are we giving all item
providers an opportunity to be seen or engaged with? And are we rec-
ommending items to users in a way that fairly distributes information
or resources to those users? [23]. Operationalizing these concerns
into fairness metrics is challenging in part because fairness goals
are amorphous and heavily context-dependent [41]. In addition,
it is notably difficult to ensure construct validity while designing
fairness metrics. Construct validity is concerned with answering
the question: are we actually measuring the thing that we are trying
to measure? [42]. Although recent work has begun to explore how
to assess construct validity for fairness measurements in ML [35],

there has been less focus on assessing the validity of fairness mea-
surements from the perspective of users. Despite the underlying
goal of measuring fairness—to empirically capture how fairly or
unfairly users are being treated by a system—users themselves are
rarely involved in the process of developing fairness metrics for
ML systems.

2.2 Lived Experiences of Fairness
When fairness metrics are designed without input from users, they
more often align with fairness definitions from moral philosophy
(e.g., utilitarianism [50]) or from policy (e.g., the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 [4]). However, users’ lived experiences of fairness might
differ from these theoretical fairness definitions. Instead, users’ per-
ceptions of whether or not a platform is treating them fairly are
often based on their algorithmic experiences or their folk theories.
Algorithmic experience is a version of user experience that is
specifically focused on the users’ interactions with and perceptions
of algorithms [38]; while Folk Theories are informal theories that
users develop about how systems function, which influence their
perceptions and interactions with those systems [16, 18]. Under-
standing users’ algorithmic experiences and folk theories can help
practitioners develop better algorithm and platform designs to align
the algorithmic functionality with users’ expectations [16, 38, 46].
In general, asking users about their experiences and perspectives
of fairness with recommendation platforms is a very promising
research direction to help create more fair platforms, and one that
has garnered research interest in recent years.

2.3 Providers’ Perspectives of Fairness
Eliciting stakeholders’ perspectives about what they consider to
be fair algorithmic treatment is an important step toward design-
ing fairness metrics. Previous work has explored both consumer’s
perspectives on recommendation fairness (e.g., [3, 47, 52, 54]) and
provider perspectives (e.g., [21, 22, 25, 26, 45]). Although both con-
sumer and provider perspectives are useful, Jannach and Bauer
[36] describe that, while the original intention of recommender
systems was to make life easier for consumers, they ought to also
prioritize and create value for providers. In this work, we consider
the perspectives of providers from two domains: dating app users
and content creators.

2.3.1 Perspectives From Dating App Users. In the context of dating
apps, several studies have explored the kinds of harm that can occur
to LGBTQ+ users. This research has uncovered that when profile
recommendations do not match the user’s specified matching pref-
erences, this can lead to hateful messaging, identity erasure, and
feelings of unsafety [7, 27, 28]. Another fairness concern for dating
apps is that they might prioritize recommending users based on
their perceived level of “attractiveness,” even at the cost of more
compatible matches [11]. This algorithmic design choice could cap-
ture and even perpetuate social inequities, such as sexual racism
[34].

2.3.2 Perspectives From Content Creators. One algorithmic fairness
concern for content creators is that algorithms’ objectives do not
always align with creators’ objectives. For example, recommenda-
tion algorithms sometimes conflict with the creative process [12],
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or reward behavior that runs counter to creativity [48] (e.g., by re-
warding frequent posting, or forcing creators to recycle old videos
to recreate virality). Another fairness concern for content creators
is related to recommendation-based content moderation. Gillespie
[29] explains how recommendations can be used as a means to
moderate content, reduce harmful content exposure, or shadowban
(algorithmically blocking or suppressing content without trans-
parency). Previous research has shown that political conservatives,
transgender people, and Black people have their content and ac-
counts banned most often [31], and are more likely to have their
content labeled “unsafe” [39]. This kind of unfairness has left con-
tent creators feeling confused, frustrated, and powerless [32, 55].

2.4 Designing Fairness with Users
In response to all of these experiences and perceptions of unfair-
ness, researchers have begun to turn towards participatory and
collaborative methods to better align recommendation algorithms
with users’ needs [14, 19, 52]. Jannach and Bauer [36] describe how
conducting research with users is important to validate the suc-
cess of a recommender system, rather than optimizing the system
for metrics without understanding how those operationalizations
might impact real people. In addition, Stray et al. [53] describe how
designing metrics with system stakeholders can help make systems
more robust, and better aligned with human values. In this work,
we explore this promising method of fairness design by assessing
providers’ lived experiences of fairness and co-designing fairness
metrics to capture those experiences.

3 METHODS
This study consisted of four virtual focus groups with a total of thir-
teen participants, which is in line with standards for user studies in
HCI [10]. Focus groups were the most appropriate method to adopt
for this work because of our goals to uncover tensions between
providers and to encourage brainstorming that extended beyond
participants’ individual experiences through group discussions. In
addition, focus groups encourage research participants to develop
ideas collectively, and sharing experiences among participants can
prompt people to elaborate on their stories and themes, which can
help researchers interpret those experiences [51]. The first two
focus groups included participants who are content creators on
platforms like TikTok, Instagram, or YouTube. The final two focus
groups included participants who use dating apps. This research
was approved by our university’s institutional review board.

3.1 Recruitment
We recruited our participants via open calls to participate on Twit-
ter, LinkedIn, Instagram, TikTok, and Slack channels with personal
networks. Interested participants were sent to an online form to
select which type of provider they were. All participants were com-
pensated $30 USD for their participation. Since the goal of this study
was to elicit the perspectives and preferences of recommendation
providers, we asked participants to concentrate on this role during
the focus groups. For example, even though content creators be-
come consumers when they scroll others’ posts or dating app users
become consumers when they swipe on others’ profiles—both of

these groups are also providers (users whose content/profile is ex-
posed to others). To ensure we elicited preferences of the provider,
we asked participants to engage in activities while remembering
their vested interest in getting their content or profile exposed
to other users. We chose to focus on providers because their per-
spective is often missing from recommender system design and
evaluation and also because, especially in the case of platforms
where providers can be paid, there are higher stakes for providers.

All participants and their collected attributes are included in
Table 1 and Table 2. We included gender identity and race/ethnicity
in the tables as self-described by participants, to preserve their
preferred terminology. We note the lack of diversity in both gender
identity and racial/ethnic identity of our recruited participants as
a limitation of this research study, and our results should be in-
terpreted with this in mind. The majority female, majority White
demographic of our participants likely omits useful dimensions
of unfairness experienced by other demographic groups, but still
provides a helpful starting point for this seminal work. Each partici-
pant was assigned an alias based on their recommendation domain.
For example, content creators were assigned the alias PC#, whereas
dating app users were assigned the alias PD#. (e.g., “PC1” or "PD1").
We use these aliases as reference throughout the remainder of this
paper. Through our pilots, we found that limiting focus groups to
3-4 participants was ideal to allow for active participation.

3.2 Focus Group Design
The focus group design was the same for all four focus groups,
regardless of the recommendation domain in question. All partici-
pants were guided to an online collaboration document on Google
Docs. Each activity involved independent brainstorming in the
shared document, as well as a group discussion afterward. All focus
groups were conducted virtually via Zoom and were recorded on
the same platform. Audio recordings were then transcribed using
Microsoft Word’s audio transcription software. The focus groups
included 4 different activities for participants:

(1) Introduction Activity. Participants brainstormed about
their experiences with the recommender systems that they
are a provider for, as well as their perception of the algo-
rithms on these platforms. Then all participants introduced
themselves and shared with one another.

(2) Unfairness Activity. Participants brainstormed about their
experiences of unfairness and fairness as providers. Partic-
ipants were not provided with a definition of “fairness” or
“unfairness,” and were asked to recall their experiences based
on their personal perceptions of what fair treatment was
for them. After brainstorming, participants volunteered to
discuss their experiences, while the research team took notes
to come up with a “fairness concerns list” that captured these
experiences.

(3) Fairness Goals and Definitions Activity. Participants col-
lectively selected a recommendation platform in their do-
main that everyone was familiar with (e.g., Hinge for dating
app users, or Instagram for content creators). They brain-
stormed a list of fairness goals related to this platform, with
specific attention towards the fairness concerns list that was
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Table 1: Collected demographics from content creator participants. FG# refers to the associated focus group for each participant.

Alias FG# Type of
Content

Platform(s) They
Post Content On

Cumulative
Follower #

Age
Range

Gender Identity Race /
Ethnicity

PC1 1 Art & sewing Instagram,
YouTube

Between
500-1000

20-30 Female White

PC2 1 Short-form and long-
form animation

LinkedIn, Vimeo,
Tumblr, Instagram,
YouTube

Less than
500

20-30 Nonbinary White

PC3 1 Historical education YouTube, Instagram,
TikTok, Facebook,
Threads, Patreon

More
than 10,000

30-40 Female White/
Jewish

PC4 2 Movement
practitioner videos

Instagram, TikTok,
Facebook

More
than 10,000

20-30 Female White/
Hispanic

PC5 2 AI-facilitated
digital artist

TikTok, Instagram Less than
500

50-60 Male White/
Non-Hispanic

PC6 2 Artist/Illustrator Instagram, Facebook Between 4,000 and
10,000

40-50 Female White

Alias FG# Dating App(s) They Use Paid for
Premium?

Age Range Gender
Identity

Race /
Ethnicity

PD1 3 Tinder, Bumble, OkCupid, Hinge,
Taimi, Her, Lex, Grindr, Feeld, Face-
book Dating

No 20-30 Female White/
Latine

PD2 3 Hinge, Tinder Yes 20-30 Male South Asian
(Indian)

PD3 3 Hinge, Tinder, Bumble Yes 20-30 Nonbinary/ Agender White
PD4 4 Tinder, Bumble No 20-30 Female White
PD5 4 Hinge, Tinder, Feeld No 20-30 Female White
PD6 4 Hinge, Bumble, Tinder, The League,

Coffee Meets Bagel
Yes 20-30 Female White

PD7 4 Bumble, Hinge, Feeld, Tinder No 20-30 Cisgender Woman White/
Caucasian

Table 2: Collected demographics from dating app participants. FG# refers to the associated focus group for each participant.

created during the previous activity. Participants also de-
veloped a condensed fairness definition that attempted to
capture these fairness goals. Together, the group discussed
their fairness goals and definitions, as well as their challenges
and experiences with the activity.

(4) Fairness Metrics Activity. Using the same platform as de-
cided in the previous activity, all participants brainstormed
at least one “Fairness Metric” that allowed them to mea-
sure whether or not one of their fairness goals were being
achieved by the recommendation system. They were asked
to include details about (1) which data would need to be
collected to measure fairness in this way; (2) which user pop-
ulations (demographics) might need to be compared against
one another; (3) how they would know if “fairness” had been
achieved; and (4) how they would know if the platform was
still not “fair” enough. Together, the group discussed their
experiences with trying to design fairness metrics, including
identifying any tradeoffs and challenges with their specific
metric(s), and how they would like this process to be done
in practice.

3.3 Data Analysis
Using the transcribed audio recordings of the focus groups, the first
author conducted a version of thematic analysis via inductive open
coding, by tagging individual sections and quotes with labels that
were associated with that particular observation. Written responses
from participants during brainstorming sessions were also coded.
When a new response or quote fit into a previously defined code,
it was included in that category. After creating a codebook with
related quotes and observations, the first two authors and the final
author discussed the observations and codes and came to a consen-
sus about emerging themes. These high-level themes are discussed
throughout the remainder of this paper.

4 RESULTS
During our focus groups, we first discovered that most participants
were uncertain about how recommendation systems worked. This
lack of understanding also influenced participants’ abilities to re-
count their experiences of algorithmic fairness. For example, PD5
said “I think it’s kind of hard to say whether [I’m] being treated fair or
unfairly just because I don’t really have a good understanding of how
the algorithm works overall.” PD4 also shared that they felt “uncer-
tain about the level of fairness,” that they experience, “just because of
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the opacity of the like algorithm itself.” Although uncertainty about
the algorithm’s functionality made it difficult at times to under-
stand if the recommender system was being fair, participants still
had many experiences of unfairness to share and discuss with one
another.

In the following sections, we describe these experiences and
how they informed the participants’ designs of their fairness goals,
definitions, andmetrics. Though there were commonalities between
the two domains, overall there were many contextual differences,
so we categorized these results by the participant type (Content
Creators or Dating App Users) and noted when any similarities
were observed between both groups.

4.1 Lived Experiences of Unfairness
When asking participants about their experiences of fairness and
unfairness on their associated platforms, several participants strug-
gled with interpreting the word “fair,” such as PC1, who expressed
that it’s “hard to say what is unfair, just what feels unfair” (PC1).
As noted in Section 3.2, we did not provide a definition of fairness
for participants, nor did we explicitly elicit one from participants.
Although this decision prevented us from ensuring that responses
aligned with a mutually agreed understanding of what “fairness”
is, this absence of a definition also allowed us to explore what our
participants considered to be “unfair” based solely on their personal
experiences and preferences.

4.1.1 Content Creators. For content creators, one experience of
unfairness that emerged was inequality of content virality or expo-
sure. PC1 shared that they felt the algorithm prioritized creators
with a large following, regardless of their quality of content: “I think
you know the sort of narrative that... if you [make] good content that
people want to see, you will go viral... however I see many of times
that big creators do the same as small creators and go viral for it”
(PC1).

PC5 expressed discouragement that their profile might never be
fairly exposed by the algorithm, given their small follower count:
“when I look at the profiles of other people who are doing the same
thing, they frequently have 10’s of thousands of followers. I don’t
feel like I’m ever going to get there when I only get one or two new
followers per day” (PC5).

Another experience of unfairness recounted by our participants
was related to algorithmic content suppression and shadowbanning
(algorithmically blocking/suppressing provider’s content without
their knowledge) [29]. “My observation of Instagram is that it’s
suppressing everybody all the time. When they switched to reels it was
clear that they had no interest in pushing image content at all” (PC3).
PC4 and PC6 both shared experiences where their content was
removed for being “too sexual,” even though it was them “dancing
fully clothed” (PC4). These participants further discussed how their
content had been banned (PC6) or algorithmically suppressed (PC4)
without explanation. PC6 noted one instance where a post was
removed “about [not] blaming victims of sexual assault and telling
them that they need to be aware that they could get assaulted on the
subway,” and that they were not sure why this content was banned.

When these participants were asked why these experiences felt
unfair, they described that it led to feelings of frustration (P3) and
upset (P6), or caused them to lose opportunities when their content

was incorrectly suppressed without any warning or rectification
(P4). In summary, for the content creators, unfairness was mostly
experienced when their content did not receive enough exposure
on the platform, or when their content was suppressed by the
recommendation algorithm—without any understanding as to why
this was happening, nor the agency to prevent it.

4.1.2 Dating App Users. For the dating app participants, one
shared experience of unfairness was related to unwanted profile
exposure that did not align with their stated preferences. For ex-
ample, PD1 said that “I want to see [women] in my dating apps, and
somehow men keep seeing my profile and keep liking my profile in
a way where I genuinely don’t understand, like how that happens”
(PD1). This participant said that this mismatch between preferences
and exposure felt unfair because it was wasting both their time
and their prospective matches’ time, and possibly leading to a loss
of opportunity. “If there’s people who are like a categorical rejection
for me, like, I will categorically reject men on dating apps, then it’s
like wasting my time. It’s wasting their time... it kind of feels like
something has been sort of like taken away, or like you’ve lost an
opportunity” (PD1).

Similarly, PD3 shared that even though they turned off prefer-
ences for men on their Hinge app, they still received likes from men
and wondered “how the hell did you even see me? Because I’m, like,
turning [that preference] off. Like I don’t want to talk to men” (PD3).
This participant said the inability to expose their content based
on their explicitly stated preferences felt unfair to them because
it seemed like the algorithm was making assumptions about their
identity and sexual preferences based on their appearance, which
felt binarist.

It feels unfair to me. Like I present extremely feminine,
and I know that... But like, I feel like it’s taking the
way I look, the way I present for my picture... and then
completely filtering out an entire like group of people
by saying ‘well like even if someone is nonbinary, if
they look a certain way, we’re going to put them in the
same category as [men or women]’. It just feels like it’s
binarist without saying it is, even if it gives you that
third gender option (PD3).

PD2 added an additional consequence of this fairness concern;
when their profile had been exposed to people outside of their stated
preferences, this led to hateful speech in their direct messages. “I
had one time this very racist person send... something like very racist...
So that was weird, like if my preference is not [this person] why
are you sending me likes from these people? (PD2). PD5 similarly
described that when their profile was exposed to people who did
not align with their preferences, they would “get ignored or kind of
talked down to,” and this led them to feel like the platform was “not
really a safe space” (PD5).

In summary, all of these experiences showed that when dating
profiles are algorithmically exposed to an incorrect audience, this
can lead to feelings of discomfort, loss of opportunity, feelings of
discrimination or exclusion, and concerns for safety on the plat-
form. Interestingly, it appeared that many fairness concerns for
content creators were about under-exposure, while many fairness
concerns for dating app users were about over-exposure—implying
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that fairness goals, definitions, and metrics designed to capture
these experiences might need to measure different effects.

4.2 Fairness Goals and Definitions
After discussing the participants’ experiences of unfairness on their
associated platforms, we asked them to complete a series of activi-
ties to develop fairness goals and definitions that might improve
their experiences of fairness on a given platform. Examples of some
of the fairness goals and definitions that participants developed are
shown in Table 3. We discovered two categories of fairness goals
and definitions that were shared between dating app users and
content creators: (1) exposure equality; and (2) transparency.

4.2.1 Content Creators.
• Exposure Equality. Several participants designed fairness
goals and definitions to improve equality of content expo-
sure. For example, PC4’s fairness definition was to provide
“equal opportunity for all [creators]”, while one of PC3’s fair-
ness goals was to improve “exposure consistency” (PC4). PC1
similarly defined fairness as not “demonetiz[ing] shops or
business accounts, [don’t] reward people with high views or
daily content [and] stop suppressing creators that aren’t white
men, women who show skin, or non-cis creators.” PC1 and PC2
(who had discussed that it felt unfair when their followers
weren’t being recommended their content) designed fair-
ness goals that prioritized exposing content to followers first.
PC1 felt that “people who have already indicated interest in
a creator’s content—followers, liked— [should] be shown that
creator’s content as priority” (PC1).

• Transparency. PC4 thought that fairness could be improved
through greater transparency around “policies, especially
content revoking reasoning,” while PC3 described that fairness
could be improved through transparency about “what factors
into a successful post” and “algorithmic changes.”

4.2.2 Dating App Users. Although transparency and exposure
equality were also fairness goals for dating app users, the nuances
of these goals differed in this domain.

• Exposure Equality. PD1, PD3, PD4, PD5, and PD7 all men-
tioned that every user should have an equal opportunity to
be shown to prospective dates, regardless of their identity
or dating preferences. PD3 additionally included that there
should be equality in the allocation of benefits: “every user
should gain benefit from selection processes, showing and be-
ing shown to preferences.” PD2 also included a fairness goal
to not promote “any sort of racism, sexism, ableism, homo-
phobia, transphobia, [casteism], and religious discrimination”
(PD2). This kind of exposure equality was also described as
a “utopian” fairness goal because it would seek to “expos[e]
the user to all types of individuals to either match the user’s
existing perspective or to broaden it” (PD5).
In contrast, several participants described exposure equality
as aligning someone’s profile exposure with their explicitly
shared dating preferences, such as PD1 who said “I think like
actually following through on... the settings that you put in
and then actually like honoring those is like a very basic first
step [towards fairness].” PD7 also took this a step further and

described a fairness goal where the algorithm should only
take into account explicitly stated preferences, rather than
implicitly observed ones: “follow explicit user preferences, but
not implicit ones (e.g. making assumptions based on who the
user has swiped on in the past)” (PD7).

• Transparency. Several participants detailed how improving
transparency could increase the feeling of fairness through
added agency on the platform, such as PD3 who said, “trans-
parency would go a really, really long way to making an app
feel more fair to me.” This participant further shared that,
“getting a little bit more of a glimpse into how things work
would go a long way toward making it seem more fair. Even
if it isn’t.” This implied that even the appearance of trans-
parency might make recommendation algorithms feel more
fair based on the users’ experience, regardless of whether or
not the algorithm is theoretically fair. PD2, PD4, and PD5 also
designed fairness goals related to improving transparency
and agency surrounding why their profile is shown to others,
and why certain profiles are shown to them.

In summary, although both content creators and dating app users
developed fairness goals and definitions that promoted increased
transparency and exposure equality, the nuances about which types
of exposure would feel fair differed between these two recommen-
dation domains.

4.3 Fairness Metrics
In the final activity of the focus groups, we asked participants to
develop their own fairness metrics, based on their fairness goals
and definitions. Each participant brainstormed what the goal of
their metric was, the kinds of data they might need to measure
this in practice, and the fairness “threshold” their metric would
need to meet to consider the system fair enough for deployment.
Here we describe several of these metrics for both recommendation
contexts.

4.3.1 Content Creators.
• Content Quality and Exposure Equality Metrics. Both
PC3 and PC5 developed a metric to measure the quality of
someone’s content. These participants thought content expo-
sure should only rely on the content quality, not on identity
attributes related to the creator. “The algorithm shouldn’t
discriminate among factors that are not related to the content.
For example, race and gender identity should not be a factor for
content about art” (PC5). To operationalize this metric, PC3
thought it would be necessary to collect demographic data
(e.g., race, culture, language, gender identity, and personal
aesthetics) to evaluate exposure differences between these
attributes. This participant explained that if they were to use
this metric, they would know that the platform is unfair if
“we still see small creators who make quality content getting
very few views, seeing little to no growth in followers and en-
gagement” (PC3). PC4 developed a similar fairness metric
that sought to measure equality of content exposure, based
on demographic groups of content creators. They described
that “if all accounts [from different demographic groups] have
a similar exposure percentage average (within 5% of each other),
fairness is achieved” (PC4).
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Alias Fairness Goal(s) Fairness Definition Fairness Metric
PC1 • “Do not censor female/non male/non white/non cis

bodies”
“Stop suppressing creators that
aren’t white men, women who show
skin, or non-cis creators.”

Exposure Equality
Metric

PC4 • “Exposure consistency”
• “Transparency around policies, especially content
revoking reasoning”

“Providing equal opportunity for all
users.”

Exposure Equality
Metric

PD1 • “Profiles have equal reach”
• “Profiles have accurate audience”
• “Profiles of marginalized identities not excluded
from/within normative profiles”

“We will ensure that all profiles
have equal visibility within the
spaces/ groups/ populations the user
desires to be seen with.”

Categorical
Rejection Rate
Metric

PD5 • “Show a wide variety of individuals to mimic a
real life setting”
• “Show my profile to a wide variety of individuals”

“Mimic the outside world in its
utopian state, exposing the user to
all types of individuals to either
match the user’s existing perspec-
tive or to broaden it.”

Hotness Metric

PD7 • “Users should be shown profiles (and have their
profile shown) to a variety of people”
• “Follow explicit user preferences, but not implicit
ones (e.g. making assumptions based off of who the
user has swiped on in the past)”
• “Allow users to adjust their preferences and profile
and adjust algorithm behavior accordingly”

“Follow stated user preferences
while also allowing for diversity of
shown preferences, and constantly
adjust so as not to pigeon-hole any
user.”

Diversity Metric

Table 3: Examples of fairness goals and their associated definitions and metrics designed by participants.

• Popularity Bias Metric. Another metric developed by both
PC2 and PC1 evaluated fairness for content creators with
a small following. This metric is aligned with measuring
the concept of Popularity Bias, the phenomenon in recom-
mender systems where popular items receive most of the
algorithmic exposure, while less popular items remain sys-
tematically under-exposed [2]. PC2 thought that this metric
could measure what percentage of someone’s social media
feed is from profiles with small follower counts, and could be
used to optimize exposure for those kinds of accounts. PC1’s
metric sought to improve popularity bias by measuring if
certain content receives more or less exposure when posted
from small accounts versus large accounts.

4.3.2 Dating App Users.

• Transparency Metric. PD3 and PD4 developed a version of
a transparency fairness metric. PD3’s transparency metric
was related to a questionnaire that users could fill out on a
dating app. Their idea was that this metric could measure
how compatible profiles are to one another and that fairness
would be achieved if this information was shared with users.
PD4’s transparency metric instead focused on how much of
the algorithms’ functionality was being explained and shown
to users—if every profile sorting and matching mechanism
was being shown to users, this would be considered fair.

• Categorical Rejection Rate Metric. PD1 developed a fair-
ness metric that would “identify how many categorically in-
compatible profiles are being shown to a user,” with a spe-
cific focus on improving compatible match performance for
marginalized (e.g., LGBTQ+) users. PD2 developed a similar

metric that sought to measure how much someone’s pro-
file exposure aligned with their explicitly stated preferences,
specifically with respect to gender and sexuality. This par-
ticipant determined that fairness would be “achieved” for
this metric, “if a provider’s profile is presented to more than
at least 50-60% of their intended target user” (PD2).

• Diversity and Hotness Metrics. Finally, both PD5 and PD7
developed metrics to try to improve dating discrimination be-
ing perpetuated through dating apps. PD5 developed a “hot-
ness metric” that sought “to expose individuals to all different
types of people with varying appearance [and] to not prioritize
profiles that have received more likes/swipes or who appear
more stereotypically attractive” (PD5). PD7 developed a simi-
lar metric that sought to “measure if the profiles being shown
to a user are diverse across multiple features visible in their
profile... within the user’s stated explicit preferences” (PD7).
For this fairness metric, PD7 described that they thought
the platform would be deemed fair enough, “if every user’s
recommended profiles score >=50% diversity.”

4.3.3 Who Should Design Fairness Metrics? We also asked
participants who they would ideally like to be involved in this pro-
cess of designing fairness metrics for the recommender systems that
they interact with. In all four focus groups, participants noted that
the practitioners involved in this work should come from diverse
backgrounds, which included a diversity of culture, geographical
background, gender identity, sexual preferences, age, race, relation-
ship status, and disciplinary background. PC1, PC3, PC6, PD2, and
PD5 all specifically requested diversity for the programmers who
might implement fairness metrics into the system. PD4 requested
that fairness metrics should be designed by people who have used
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the apps before. PD1 requested that critical researchers, or “people
whose research focuses on marginalized identities” be included. Fi-
nally, many participants (PC2, PC6, PC1, PC4, PD2, and PD6) also
expressed that they would like fairness metrics to be designed with
the users of these algorithmic systems.

4.4 Challenges with Measuring Fairness
During the focus groups, participants described various tradeoffs
that might occur if their metrics were operationalized, as well as
challenges that they faced when attempting to design fairness met-
rics generally.

4.4.1 Content Creators. PC2 shared that their goal to prioritize
exposing content to followers might help content creators, but
could also unintentionally lead to filter bubbles. “It does kind of
create a bit of a bubble... if you’re seeing [just] the things that your
followers are seeing” (PC2). PC1 thought that their fairness metric
(to measure what percentage of a creator’s followers are exposed
to their content) might only work well for content creators with a
small number of followers, but not work as well for creators with
large follower counts.

Another major challenge arose during a lively discussion be-
tween PC5 and PC6 when both participants realized that their
fairness needs could not be met simultaneously on Instagram. PC6
described how, as an artist, they felt it would be fairer to ban AI-
generated art from social media: “I see the work of people I know who
has been stolen into [AI-generated art] and these people are saying
they’re getting less and less views and that makes me very angry
because obviously that’s theft. And Facebook and Instagram are not
making a ban on [AI-generated art], and that’s really bad because I
think they should be protecting [artists] . . . and we cannot opt out of
[generated content], which is really unfair” (PC6).

In contrast, PC5, who creates AI-generated art, noted that ban-
ning or algorithmically suppressing that content would feel un-
fair to them. In this example, both PC5 and PC6 had different
experiences of fairness and unfairness. Banning or suppressing
AI-generated art might improve fairness for PC6 at the cost of
fairness for PC5. Alternatively, exposing and recommending AI-
generated art might improve fairness for PC5 at the cost of fairness
for PC6.

4.4.2 Dating App Users. The main tradeoff that emerged for dat-
ing app users was a tension between increasing diversity of dating
app recommendations while also preserving safety and explicitly
stated preferences. PD7 described how increasing diversity of pro-
file recommendations might also increase hate speech: “there have
been trans people who use [dating] apps and get matched with people
who are transphobic and then like they get hate crimed on this app.”
PD5 similarly expressed concern about increasing the diversity of
recommendations on dating apps. They shared that this would be
“making the assumption that all people are kind and respectful and
accepting, and it’s just not the truth” (PD5).

This led to a discussion about the responsibility of dating apps in
general, where participants began to question if it is a dating app’s
responsibility to stop or hinder dating discrimination through fair-
ness operationalization, even though it exists offline. PD5 thought
it was the responsibility of dating apps to attempt to portray the

world in its most utopian state. “Let’s portray a world that has like
so much fairness, so much love. No racism . . . like explosive diversity.
I think . . . it’s the company’s responsibility” (PD5). PD6 similarly
thought that it should be the responsibility of dating apps to not
perpetuate any kind of discrimination or harm, but that certain
apps could cater to specific preferences that already exist in the
real world: “A lot of Muslim girls I know use Minder . . . people can
have their biases and have a whole app for that. You know they can
design for that in a non-harmful way for people who want to date
certain types of people” (PD6).

PD4 took this a step further and noted that “there’s a part of
me that’s like this whole [dating] process is inherently unfair, and
that’s sort of part of it. [Dating apps are] trying to make it too fair,
[and] maybe [it’s] not actually what people want” (PD4). Ultimately,
the participants agreed that this tradeoff would be inevitable when
operationalizing fairness for dating apps, and did not know how to
remedy this challenge. “A lot of times one of these things that could
benefit one group can harm another group and it’s hard to balance
those” (PD7).

Another set of challenges related to the efficacy of measuring
fairness in practice. One example mentioned by PD1 and PD2 was
the difficulty of deciding what their fairness “threshold” should
be (how to determine which cutoff for their metric should be con-
sidered fair or unfair). “What are the kind of arbitrary numbers
that we’re choosing to denote success or denote failure?” (PD1). This
participant also expressed concern that using fairness metrics in
general might lead practitioners to believe they are measuring and
optimizing for fairness when their measurements might not be
accurately capturing users’ lived experiences of fairness.

My concern... is that developers are going to take [met-
rics] as like the final step and they’re going to kind of
stop caring as long as they can keep this one certain
numerical metric satisfied... they’re not going to care
to put resources towards more subjective, qualitative
experiences of unfairness (PD1).

PD3 added to this concern and felt like metrics might lead plat-
forms to further exclude and marginalize certain users, just for the
sake of good PR. “If your populations are [small] enough... if you can
make it as inhospitable as possible to the demographic that you’re
trying to have . . . fairness for . . . Then you’re going to hit that [fair-
ness threshold] every time, because there’s no one there” (PD3). All of
these challenges highlight an important reflection about whether
fairness ought to be measured at all. PD6 felt that fairness might
be empirically immeasurable, even through proxies like fairness
metrics: “I thought [designing fairness metrics] was very hard to do.
Thinking about how you can make these things empirical or like
proving them empirically... it seems like an impossible task, honestly”
(PD6). We further explore these challenges of measuring fairness
in the following section.

5 DISCUSSION
Here we unpack some of the opportunities and challenges of design-
ing fairness metrics with providers from different recommendation
domains and contexts. We also discuss how future research might
best adopt this methodology.
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5.1 Opportunities and Challenges with Fairness
Metric Design

Goals Versus Outcomes. As PD1 and PD3 described during their
focus group, the goal to measure and optimize a recommender sys-
tem for fairness might not necessarily guarantee the outcome of
fairness for providers. This concern has been previously introduced
through Goodhart’s law—the notion that when a metric becomes a
target, it ceases to be a goodmeasure [30]. In linewith this challenge,
PD6 also mentioned their concern that fairness measurement might
become a PR goal rather than a real effort to improve users’ lived
experiences of fairness. This also introduces a challenge around
fairness measurement generally—should recommender systems be
attempting to operationalize a certain theoretical kind of fairness?
Or should they be optimizing for users’ lived experiences and per-
ceptions of fairness? Previous work has shown that recommender
systems can still be perceived as unfair by users, even when the
generated recommendations are theoretically fair [24]. Thus, in
future work, ML practitioners will likely need to discern what kind
of fairness their system is attempting to measure, and what the end
goal of that measurement should be.

Inherent Tradeoffs. Another major challenge observed during
focus groups was the inherent tradeoffs that might exist when op-
erationalizing certain fairness metrics over others. One example of
this arose among the dating app users when our participants ex-
pressed two competing desires: the desire to increase the diversity
and exposure of their dating profiles (to decrease dating discrimina-
tion); and the desire to limit profile exposure to align with explicitly
declared preferences (to decrease discomfort and unsafety on the
platform). Both of these fairness goals were in direct conflict with
one another, which could make it impossible to operationalize both
goals at once. Another example of this kind of tradeoff emerged
during the discussion between PC5 and PC6, where the decision
to ban or suppress AI-generated content might make the platform
feel more fair for some providers while making the platform feel
less fair for others.

Domain Specificity. Throughout these focus groups, we learned
that some fairness goals, definitions, and metrics were shared be-
tween content creators and dating app users. Both groups of par-
ticipants were interested in improving transparency and exposure
equality on their respective platforms. However, the nuances of how
these goals might bemeasured or enacted differed between domains.
For example, exposure equality for content creators PC1, PC4, and
PC5 required that the algorithm prioritize recommendations based
on the quality of someone’s content. Previous work has shown that
musicians also feel that not all music content is equally deserving
of exposure and that algorithmic exposure should be based in part
on quality [21]. We note that exposing items based on their quality
is an open challenge in recommendation research; although mea-
sures such as expected exposure from information retrieval attempt
to capture this notion [20], there are still many challenges with
attempting to accurately measure item quality in practice. In con-
trast to content creators, exposure equality for dating app users
PD1, PD3, PD4, PD5, and PD7 required that the algorithm give
equal (and accurate) exposure to everyone, regardless of the “qual-
ity” of their profile. This difference implies that although different

recommendation domains might have similar fairness goals, the
operationalizations of these goals might need to be domain-specific.

Generalizing Between Domains. For recommender systems,
increased item exposure is sometimes thought of as a fairness guar-
antee [2]. However, by exploring providers’ experiences of unfair-
ness, we have learned that increased item exposure could, at times,
actually lead to increased unfairness instead. Although several con-
tent creators in our study wanted more exposure of their content
overall–previous work has shown that certain marginalized groups
of creators do not want their content exposed to the “wrong” audi-
ence, for safety reasons. For example, DeVito [17] discovered that
trans creators wanted the algorithm to stop exposing their content
to transphobic users because this could lead to hate speech. Sim-
ilarly, in our study, PD1, PD2, PD3, and PD5 all shared that they
did not want their dating profile exposed to the “wrong” audience,
because it could lead to feelings of discrimination, exclusion, dis-
comfort, unsafety, or loss of opportunity. These fairness goals, if
shared between domains, could potentially be operationalized in
similar ways.

5.2 Limitations & Future Work
Here we outline two limitations of our approach to designing fair-
ness metrics, and how they might impact future work that adopts
this methodology. First, when eliciting fairness concerns from users,
we recommend balancing this evidence against what else is deemed
“fair” for a given system. Users might be able to provide useful
knowledge about their personal preferences towards fairness mea-
surement, but these may not be compatible with the constraints or
underlying goals of the system. In other words, certain systemic
fairness concerns might actually run counter to what individual
stakeholders want. For example, previous work has highlighted
that dating apps may have a duty to disobey users’ explicitly stated
preferences at times, because those preferences might reflect and
even amplify societal discrimination [34]. However, in our study,
we learned that some dating app participants felt it was unfair if
the algorithm ignored their explicitly stated preferences. When an
organization’s fairness goals conflict with users’ individual expe-
riences of fairness, our method of eliciting fairness metric design
from users’ preferences might be less appropriate.

Second, throughout this research, we noticed that there may
be desirable normative properties of recommender systems that
are not necessarily “fairness” properties. For example, many of
our participants pointed towards transparency as a component of
fairness, which is not a normative claim about a distribution of
benefits. Transparency, instead, serves as a check on a system so
that stakeholders can verify it is acting in the way they expect.
However, we can still learn from users’ personal representations of
fairness, regardless of whether they align with theoretical notions
of fairness, because they serve as a good reminder that fairness is
not the only desirable property to strive for when making socially
beneficial recommender systems.

6 CONCLUSION
In this study, we conducted four focus groupswith thirteen providers
of recommender systems to understand how these stakeholders
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might design their own fairness metrics based on their lived expe-
riences of algorithmic unfairness. We learned that dating app users
and content creators have experienced a breadth of unfairness on
their respective platforms, including algorithmic under-exposure,
algorithmic over-exposure, and a lack of agency. Participants were
able to develop their own fairness goals, definitions, and metrics
to try to capture these experiences of unfairness, and learned that
there may not be a measurement method that can benefit all users
at once. We hope this work acts as a helpful case-study for practi-
tioners who would like to design fairness metrics and interventions
with the users who will be impacted by them, and encourage future
work to further explore this kind of design methodology.
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RESEARCH ETHICS AND SOCIAL IMPACT
Ethical Considerations
As human subjects research, this study was approved by our insti-
tutional IRB and thus complied with current best research ethics
practices, which included the following:

• All authors of this paper have completed a CITI certification,
which outlines best practices for human subjects research.

• Voluntary and informed consent was obtained from every
participant.

• Participants were each compensated $30 USD for participat-
ing in the 90-minute focus group.

• Participants were told at the beginning of every focus group
that participant identities were to remain confidential, and
should not be shared outside of the context of the research
study.

• Participants were allowed to leave the focus group at any
time they deemed necessary.

• All participant data was stored on a password-protected
server and was only available to the authors of this paper.
Transcripts from the focus groups were anonymized with
participant aliases immediately after recording and before
coding was conducted. We also ensured that no identifiable
information was included in the reporting of these results.

In addition to these practices, the first author of this paper (who
was the lead facilitator for the focus groups) began every session
with a script that warned participants about the potential emotional
challenges that might occur while describing lived experiences of
unfairness. The facilitator encouraged participants to support one
another and to communicate to other participants with respect, to
ensure that the focus groups would remain a safe space for sharing
and collaboration.

Positionality
The authors of this paper represent multiple genders and races, as
well as marginalized identities that were raised in this study’s data.

A subset of the authors also have personal experiences as dating
app users and content creators.

Adverse and Unintended Impact
Although we do not anticipate adverse impacts of this work, one
potential unintended impact is worth noting. As we described in
Section 5.2, our method to incorporate users’ perspectives into the
design of fairness metrics could conflict with methods to improve
systemic fairness concerns in recommendation systems. We note
this potential impact in the paper, and encourage future research
to critically examine if designing fairness metrics with users is
appropriate for their context.
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